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IMPROVE SYSTEMS

All organizations have process and systems they use to achieve goals and get things done. However, these 

systems are often inefficient and overly complicated for both employees and, by extension, customers. This can 

spell misery for everyone impacted.

When a business works toward wellness they seek to overcome these challenges by making a considered effort to 

examine and improve these systems. By finding unnecessary complexity and holes in communication, processes 

can be adjusted, or in some cases redesigned, and simplified to make employees’ work easier, more efficient and 

effective which leads to easier, more efficient and effective customer experiences.

The steps required for continuously improving systems 

include 1) identifying and clarifying the objective of the 

system, 2) mapping the process to clearly see every 

step and touch point, 3) examining the map by asking if 
the flow is as easy, efficient, and effective as possible

for both employees and customers, and 4) to brainstorm improvements and implement them. This improvement 

process relies on the involvement of many team members, particularly those who must use and deliver on the 

system. Their input and ideas are vital as they have the best first-hand knowledge of the strengths and weaknesses 

of the process. This team member involvement aligns completely with the team-of-leaders concept not to mention 
working toward providing the best customer experience.

Making this improvement begins with asking questions:

IDENTIFY THE PROCESS OBJECTIVE: What is the specific objective of the process in question?

MAP IT: What are all of the steps involved in the process?

EVALUATE IT: How many people absolutely need to touch the process? Is every step necessary? Are there any 

redundant steps? Is the sequence/journey logical and uncomplicated? Is more training needed? Are additional 

resources needed?

IMPROVE: What changes could be made to make the process easier for employees and/or customers? What 

changes could be made to make the process more efficient for employees and/or customers? What changes could 

be made to make the process more effective (consistent results) for employees and/or customers?

Businesses looking to be well know that easy, uncomplicated systems enable employees to deliver easy, more 

enjoyable experiences. They realize that this improvement is not a one-time event but rather an ongoing evolution. 

As new challenges present, new systems must be designed. As new customer needs come to the fore, old systems 

must be modified. And, most importantly, all designs and modifications must at all times consider how both 

employees and customers are impacted if the entire ecosystem is to truly benefit. This is wellness.


